ASSASSINATION of HARVEY MILK & MAYOR MOScone

California's first elected gay official was slain by a former San Francisco Policeman, and ex-Supervisor who had a real hate for homosexuals.

On Monday, November 27th at 11 AM, former Supervisor Dan White walked into the Office of Mayor Moscone.....shot him dead from all reports it was White, and then fled across City Hall and shot down Supervisor Harvey Milk.

This insane act by Dan White, shocked the entire city and left the gay community grief-stricken.

The assassination of Harvey Milk & Mayor Moscone

Diane Feinstein offered hope

Diane Feinstein is the Acting Mayor of the City of San Francisco. She became so after Mayor Moscone was assassinated by the ex-Supervisor Dan White.

City Charter calls for the President of the Board of Supervisors to ascend to the Office of Mayor whenever something happens to the Mayor. Diane will be the Acting Mayor until such time the Board of Supervisors can meet and vote to choose a successor to the slain Mayor Moscone, for the remainder of his term, which ends in 1979.

Diane Feinstein has twice been the candidate for mayor in the past, in 1971 against Mayor Joseph Alioto and in 1975 against a host of candidates and she failed to make the run-off against Moscone.

Acting Mayor Feinstein's first official task was to announce the deaths of both Moscone and Milk to the crowded rotunda of City Hall, at which loud cries arose. She fought to hold back the tears unsuccessfully. At her side was longtime aide, Peter Nardozza who helped her back to her office.

Supervisor Feinstein, whose husband, a fine humanitarian, passed away earlier this year, promises hope to the City of San Francisco.

Acting Mayor Feinstein, a long time friend of the gay community, spoke at the rally at City Hall the night of the slaying of Moscone and Milk and the 25,000 people assembled cheered her wildly.

She joined famed songstress Joan Baez as she led the people in singing "Amazing Grace." All had candles and it was one of the most moving happenings in the history of our city.

Supervisor Feinstein paid high tribute to Mayor Moscone and to Harvey Milk. It was a tear filled tribute, to which the persons assembled cheered her wildly. A very great lady, Diane.
DON MILLER stars as "Schweik" in the production, "The Good Soldier Schweik." Photo by Allen Toussaint, and the artwork by Dave Ortego.

"NOBODY'S BEEN TO THE APEX!

"The Good Soldier Schweik" made its American premiere a few weeks ago at the APEX at 1133/1135 Franklin in San Francisco. Written byJaroslav Kubr and directed by Ralph Funicello, the play was a deranged parody of the Austrian one during World War I. It is based on the famous Czech novel of the same name by Jaroslav H. Kubr, and is rarely seen. Almost Chaplinesque in his ability to write and mime gestures for a girl who doesn't speak Czech, the military martinet and yet delivered the performance of a lifetime. It is this idea of "unimaginable delights" that makes it possible for us to carry the clown - a role that has been played by everyone from Chico Marx to Jack Benny. The play has moments of great verisimilitude but those with political philosophy, uncom­ mon sense will find it too far out even for the American taste.

**POWERFUL ACTING:**
probably the most powerful acting in the American Theatre is the "American Buffet" at Ft. Mason's Mill's, 1113/1115/1117/1119/1121/1123/1125/1127/1129/1131/1133/1135 Franklin Street. Although the play is a spoof of the American Buffet, the performance is nothing short of brilliant. It is a real American Buffet in every sense of the word. The play is set in a hotel in a big city, the hotel being the Buffet itself. The play is about the lives of various people who come to the Buffet for a variety of reasons. Some come to have a drink, some to eat, some to talk, some to think. The play is about the lives of these people, how they relate to each other and how they are affected by the Buffet.

**A LEGEND:**
Although the "Old Mill" would understand that the American Buffet is a place where people come to have a good time, the play is about the lives of these people, how they relate to each other and how they are affected by the Buffet. It is about the lives of these people, how they relate to each other and how they are affected by the Buffet. It is about the lives of these people, how they relate to each other and how they are affected by the Buffet.

**EDITORIAL:**
Reverend Ray Broshears

**MARCH ON WASHINGTON, BY GAYS**

The march they say, "raised fears among many of Washington's gay people," because, you can't help feeling that there's a bit of the Disney World in it. There was no Disney World in 1973. His death was so senseless. Freedom of dissent is fast ending in America. The March on Washington was not going to allow the Mayor to make another decision, this is fascist. I urge the Supervisor, a leader of San Francisco's gay community, who kept his promise to represent all constitu­ tional rights, to participate in the entire rally when I express our deep­ est respect for the life and work of Harvey Milk, a hero and friend of both men.

James A. Davis, chief of staff to U.S. Senator S. Hayakawa, "Harvey was a remarkable man. He was a hero and a martyr. His death was a tragedy. We all shall miss him very much."

**Grave Dangers Forecast on A**

WASHINGTON, D.C. - GAYS DECLARE MARCH ON THEIR PRESIDENT is the headline. "If we don't win, we don't lose." Another Washington gay activists and that "small group of gay people," could carry it out.

**GIVE NO FUNDS TO:**

"Give no Funds to...

**Alert: Give no funds to......**

"Bay Natural Education Switchboard"

The alleged "Gay National Education Switchboard" (GNEC) for which there is no record in your area of this organization, has not been contacted. It is not registered with the community health department in San Francisco. It is not registered with the community health department in San Francisco.
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In Memory of

MILK

Worry about gun control and not marijuana control
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about becoming a human being and not about how you can prevent

H.L. "Duchess" Perry

Reverend Ray Broshears

SUPERVISOR HARVEY MILK

The Harvey Milk of the 1973 was one swell guy. Politics changes people and it
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speck was a very mixed up young man, and he couldn't cope with being the other

ack was laid to rest at his home town of Fresno. Sad, very sad indeed,
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Scandal in T.L.

The police departments charged management, the istincts, and that the police have become a bunch of and bad narcotics are addicted to the police activity. Eddy and Mason also has a 24 hour police desk, which person requested... 
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Drugs Kill-U

SICIO'S DRUG DEALS...DEALING YOU DEATH!!

The men of women of San Francisco are in constant danger... they live in a drug infested city, where the police have given you no protection.

If you see some of our children selling pets, do report it.

the memory of Harvey Milk...the Supervisor, the Gay Liberation, the 
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SEASONS GREETINGS

the Le Salo

collection of Gay greeting cards

GARDEN of AUM

"CHRISTMAS GIFT TIME"

681-10th Avenue (415) 751-1966

Richard Vetrica & Allen Dennis invite you to shop here....

"San Francisco's Oldest Gay Switchover"

Since 1965

Operated by:

Hildegard Heath with friends

"Gay Assistance Line"

885-1001
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The following people have endorsed Harvey Milk for Supervisor and urge you to do so.

Paul Bentley

Jerry George

H.L. "Duchess" Perry

Elmer Willboro

Raymond Broshears

Marcella Yone

Mark Andrews

Gay Activism Alliance

Al Hanken

B.J. Beckwith

Ray Rule

Eddie Van

Harvey Milk

San Francisco Crusader
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A Young Man's Confessions

I am a 14 year old male, and I have been gay for as long as I can remember. This is a difficult thing to admit, especially at my age. I have struggled with my identity for a long time, and I have reached out to others for help.

I have spoken to a few people about my orientation, but the reactions I have received have been mixed. Some have been supportive and understanding, while others have been judgmental and dismissive.

The hardest part of being gay is the fear of rejection. I worry about what others will think of me, and I am afraid that I will be mistreated or bullied because of my sexual orientation.

I have had some close friends who have also come out to me, and they have been a source of comfort and support. However, I still feel isolated and alone at times.

I want to be able to be myself and express my true self, without fear of judgment or discrimination. I hope that one day I will be able to live my life openly and honestly, and that society will become more accepting of all sexual orientations.

If you know someone who is struggling with their identity, please let them know that they are not alone. Reach out to them, listen to them, and offer your support.

Thank you for reading.
**PORN CZAR NABBED..... ARSON CHARGE**

in ATLANTA.....

Southern porn czar, Mike Thevis, has been apprehended by the FBI and the Bloomfield Conn. police as he and a small friend sought to withdraw $1000. Mike Thevis had never been nabbed in all the years he has been a phoenix in the industry.

He was arrested in Juarez, Mexico, and has been turned over to the FBI in New Orleans, which is across the Ohio River from Louisville Kentucky. The Grand Jury in Atlanta indicted Thevis on charges of being in a chain of competitors in that city, as well as involving providing thieves to steal from porn shops in Chicago, Atlanta, and Houston. Also for mail fraud, for an alleged scheme to collect an insurance policy for a building he is accused of building.

It has a nephew who was in San Francisco as of July 1970, and was currently managing a couple of Thevis's porn shops in that city also.

Thevis has been accused of murder.....

after a longtime Thivis side. Rev. The Thivis's death, it is under the care of Mr. Hoch Eliver, an attorney, in the case, which was on October 25th of this very year, while Thevis was a fugitive. Hoch has testified in the case, and the FBI that Thivis had been killed and a couple of porn business, Kenneth Hanna in 1970.

...the charges with the death of James A. Wellin Williams was a key witness in the case.

The trial was accused of trying to "fix" a New Orleans hearing to discriminate against porn-peddling suspect, and allegedly conspires to kill his former associate.

Thevis was serving, at the time of his arrest, as a co-owner in fraud convictions for amusements and interstate transportation of the obscene material.

With that in mind, several contact was made, and entered, for he felt that he cannot accept the treatment of all persons in this city is come to regard.

The porn scene in San Francisco has been the object of all, various incidents during the past year of his relatives.

In 1979, a number of Mike Thivis and his relatives. Porn is good, very good... but... he is the kind that obviously make it dirty.

In all, Thivis smears into our city withdraw forever.

---

**Facts about VD**

**Get VD... before it gets you.**

495-OGOD

**OIL CAN HARRY'S**

720 LARKIN, AT ELLIS

(415) 924-9600

---

** revolt the Gay Minutemen Democratic Club now.**

Don't condescend, the new world is an everything about what we're going to be. We will be a force to be reckoned with, a force to be heard. We are the Gay Minutemen Democratic Club. We will not be pushed around. We are the Gay Minutemen Democratic Club.

---

**AD RATES**

Full Page $139/ Half Page $77
Quarter Page $45

---

**BOOK REVIEWS**

If I were for me to choose between the government without the press or the press without government, I would not hesitate to choose the latter.

---
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**REV. JIM JONES:...PROPHET?.... SAINT?.... MADMAN?...?**

The Reverend Jim Jones walked into the Helping Hands Gay Community Services Center in February of 1974, alone. The Rev. Jones introduced himself to all present, and introduced himself to the Rev. Ray Broderson, director, whom he met with for almost two hours. This was the first time that anyone had met at the 1976 Democratic Dinner for Jones, attended by over 8,000 people at the People's Temple and Temple Annex. They never have met again.

Ray Broderson dictated to me, the details of their first meeting, and the subsequent involvement of the People's Temple donating funds to several of the books that I have listed, to help keep the Temple gay center going

And as Ray said, the Rev. Jan Jones always showed to him, nothing but great interest, support, and understanding for all gays. But, they differed on points, especially the point of allowing politics in the church. The Rev. Jones felt that the political forces of this city needed him, and obviously they did, and they used him, when he obviously did not need them.
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The Reasons Why, the Ft. Miley Show

Briggs and his Proposition 8 brought an OUT of our Class! 

— NO ON 8 — Buttons, Bumperstickers and Window Posters Abound — We, Our friends and supporters, "Came Out" Openly and Proudly — WE WERE COUNTED!!! — AND WE WON!!!
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NOW being compiled for early 1979 publication
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The Reasons Why, the Ft. Miley Show

The climax of the evening was when Paul Brandsby as the exquisitely Mary Hatchett called back to the floor all of the performers who sang "We Need A Little Christmas" and then proceeded to a beautifully lighted Christmas Tree under which were hundreds of gifts which they distributed to the patient-audience.

As the veterans walked or were wheeled back to their wards by the performing stars they carried with them armloads of lovely gifts which they distributed to the veteran-audience.

To raise funds to give Gifts to the hospitalized Veterans at Ft. Miley Hospital Christmas Show on the 12th at KIMO's Pine & Polk streets

AUCTION * 8PM December 7th

To raise funds to give Gifts to the hospitalized Veterans at Ft. Miley Hospital Christmas Show on the 12th at KIMO's Pine & Polk streets

PLEASE BRING ITEMS TO AUCTION AND PLENTY OF MONEY TOO!

Guest Auctioneers! Kimo himself will be the Emcee! Please attend and participate!
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Star Bartender

Don Garberich

This handsome 21 year old bartender tends bar at the FRISCO SALOON, 60 Sixth Street, just off Market Street and Mission Street. This six foot young stud of German descent, has brown hair and eyes and weighs in at 160 lbs. He told us that he has been an active gay for eight years, since he was 13 years old. He is extremely friendly and is all fun, and his bar and bartender skills are incredible. He is not squeamish about the Folsom Street crowd and is liked by all. He is on duty Monday thru Thursday 9 PM til 2 AM, and on Fridays and Saturdays, he is on 2 PM until 8 PM. Drop in and say "hi!" to stud Don G.

Thanksgiving Dinner for Old Folks

The 9th Annual Thanksgiving Dinner for the elderly, given by the Christ Chapel (Orthodox Episcopal Church of God), Helping Hands Services, was a true delight. 1978 has been one of the better years for the monthly thanksgiving feasts that began in 1969. The Rev. Ray Broshears and flexible friends, continued the tradition. This year, the chief was Jack, the manager of the Pleasure Palace Discount Book Store. He was superb, the best cook ever. Jack was aided by one of his employees and another friend of the Reverend, Jack Fuller. The kitchen assistants were Lawrence Liben, B.J. Beckwith and gay realtor, Andrew Betancourt. This year, the chief was Jack, the manager of the Pleasure Palace Discount Book Store. He was superb, the best cook ever. Jack was aided by one of his employees and another friend of the Reverend, Jack Fuller. Many people helped in the kitchen and served the meal to the elderly. The food was served at the Christ Chapel's dining room, on the 4th floor of 26 Seventh Street. A large cake was also served to the elderly guests. The day was filled with many gifts, including a large cake from Tenderloin Tessie and Rev. Ray. A huge cake from Tenderloin Tessie and Rev. Ray was served afterwards to all the elderly guests. The Church thanks so very much all those who worked to make the Dinner the success it was, and in addition those who helped in other ways such as donating funds, like the people who attended the function at the Sound of Music with Tessie. and of course Tessie; Ronetta Fats; Paul Brotherton of the "P.S. for his assistance; Don Cavallo of the Fickle Fox, Floyd Jackson, the fabulous Chef of all time, who is hospitalized for now, at Kaiser Hospital (and chief at the Fickle Fox); Pat Townson, the Snow Princess; the president of the Minutemen Democratic Club, Elmer Wilhelm, and the fantastic Ginger. Never in the 9 years has a Thanksgiving Dinner gone as smoothly as this one, which served well over 70 persons at the Christ Chapel's dining room, on the 4th floor of 26 Seventh Street. A huge cake from Tenderloin Tessie and Rev. Ray was served afterwards to all the elderly guests.

The 9th Annual Old Folks Christmas Dinner is set for the 22nd of December, and Jack will be the Chef at this one also. Gifts galore(hopefully) will be given out to all in attendance as in the past, as well as hopefully having a Santa Claus on hand to distribute them, along with some entertainers. If you wish to help in any way, please call the Reverend Broshears at 885-1001 or write to: Post Office Box 1528, San Francisco, California 94101. All donations made out to the Church are federally tax deductible. Truly, those persons who worked so hard to make the Thanksgiving feast a success, deserves big round of applause (which the elderly did) and all those who contributed to this Wong; deserve the choicest blessing that God can send to them. God is responsible for all of us, and we should try and make every day a day of Thanksgiving and working always to make the world a better place than we found it. God's Love is greater than anything. We thank Him for all of You out there.
**Tenderloin comes alive!**

**Sound of Music’s live drag shows a hit!**

The Sound of Music bar is the man responsible for bringing a new lease of life to Tenderloin. The venue is now a popular spot for performers, with drag shows and music acts entertaining the audience. The bar is known for its lively atmosphere and diverse performances, attracting a wide range of patrons. The Sound of Music bar has become a hub for the Tenderloin community, offering a space for expression and entertainment. The venue's success can be attributed to its dedication to fostering a welcoming environment for all.
"Around Town" with Tenderloin TESSIE

Many thanks to Rev. Ray for making me welcome to the CRUSADER for 1 year in working with you. MICHAEL BROWN, our cook at the Old Folks luncheon was left by a car on Chinatown where he was in a bad accident. We love and appreciate Tessie.

Bible greetings to all our precious members of the CRUSADER. TONY, who makes the every two year edition of the DATA BOY in which Tenderloin Tessie was appointed an editor; and Rev. Rev. Ray Broshears, who gives us an uncorrected and unnotified edition. His paragraphs are getting better and better. People like that do not know what is happening and they want all to know that Data does a good deal for so many. We love and appreciate Tenderloin TESSIE.

Bill Jack Adams

Editor, November 20, 1978

We were angered over a letter in the recent edition of the DATA BOY in which Tenderloin Tessie was appointed an editor and uncorrected edition. He is a good man and a good friend to all men.

P.S. .I love you ul!!

Tenderloin Tessie's 38th Birthday........

Tenderloin Tessie celebrated his 38th birthday at a surprise party at the 222 Club on November 16th. A host of friends turned out to congratulate him, including Luie Greer of Tenderloin Tessie's San Francisco, California 94103

FUNDRAISER Dec.16th
8pm Ronetta Fabs & Ron at GOOGIES - 688 Geary Street

What's happenning to it? The syndicate is moving merchants and we know this makes him a good many enemies. He is the only one who has guts enough to stand up to the bad and evil doers in the gay community and for that Rev. Ray Broshears. Rev. Ray Broshears, who serves all the poor of the city, without recompense and who fights evil doing such as the strip-off merchants and who try to make him a good many enemies. He is the only one who has guts enough to stand up to the bad and evil doers in the gay community and for that Rev. Ray Broshears.

God bless him.

Toni Antonilli

P.S. I'm looking forward to a fun time in

We love and appreciate Tessie. Happy Hour 6-10 a.m.

Frisco Saloon

60 Sixth Street
San Francisco
863-534

Pool Tournament TUESDAYS from 380 p.m.

Happy Hour 6-10 a.m.

and events

Jockey Shorts Contest Saturday's 10 p.m.
You're losing. Fight to win, your attacker is not worried about your health or safety, so you must worry about yours. If you are not worried about your safety or health, so fight to win. In a defensive situation, there is no such thing as "fair fighting," you must "going light" on them.

Only a person with a vast amount of superiority over the attacker should consider wasting energy and showing your weaknesses to the attacker. If you must work off all. One blow with focused energy is better than 20 ineffective blows. Learn one punch, that do not damage. For example, slaps, blows to the shoulders or chest do little good at until it becomes instinctual.

Defense. Keep the fist tight, and have a solid stance before throwing the punch. Practice in front of a mirror, it will be helpful. Coordination, focus, and strength, the big three. Mentally count Get yourself in condition and practice at least one technique so that you can immediately disable the attacker and enable you to get away, which is the ultimate goal.

The most important thing to remember is that you have an absolute right to defend yourself. Your attitude must be that of victory. You must be prepared to inflict serious injury, don't freak out, don't forget everything. Getting excited often helps.

You must make every move count. Don't waste energy by flailing or throwing blows everywhere. Remember. You have a right to defend yourself! Remain calm, and make every move—
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